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RECONSTRUCTION REVISITED. Eric Foner. In the past twenty years, few periods of American history have been the
sub- ject of so thoroughgoing a.

The occurrences and reconstruction of America had changed some writing to shift from realism to depicting
social life in literature. Black men voted, served on juries and held local, state and national office. The very
term "waving the bloody shirt," which became the Republicans ' chief symbolic argument in the seventies,
came from Ben Butler's showmanship in congressional debates over the enforcement bills as he waved a
bloodied nightshirt of a Mississippi school administrator assaulted by the Klan. It pays special focus to
contemporary conceptions of the antebellum South, Civil War, and reconstruction. The Democratic strategy
regarding public education in the political arena was different. Instead, I have been looking for a new way of
dancing by using dances which were made and danced some time ago. With her, I have met a very special
person whose life experience and great knowledge of dance has given me insights into both life and dance, and
how those two are intertwined at times. The Civil War, won by the union, ended in April of  I would like to
think that the prejudice at the heart of the old history of Reconstruction would prevent its revival. The
production of the illusion of a past is not my interest. Efforts involving the Freedmen's Bureau had preceded
this date, but the public school movement did not move into the center of the political arena until after the
Fifteenth Amendment went into operation. Black-owned magazines and newspapers flourished. Of the two,
the Democrats ultimately The view of many writers focused on the effects of the war like death, sadness, and
people confronted with poverty. Some may disagree and argue that the enforcement acts of 1 and 1 better
reveal both the strengths and weaknesses ofthe latter half of the Reconstruction program. Republicans hoped
to funnel the children of Catholic immigrants living in the North through the public schools, then
characterized by many Protestant religious practices. People saw war first hand in bombings, killing, murders,
and voracity. Indeed, greater scholarly attention has been given to the enforcement legislation and its
aftermath than to the education crusade of that decade. Freedmen and women wanted land of their own. In
ending, it can be said that Godelick knows exactly what she is talking about. At the same time, I would have
never made this reconstruction, had it not been in collaboration with Tom Plischke and Joachim Gerstmeier.
This old lady taught me how to dance the dances of Dore Hoyer, of whom she was a good friend before Dore
Hoyer took her life in  Protestants were also disturbed by the Catholic complaint that America's public schools
were little more than tax-supported Protestant schools. Republicans and Democrats had different advantages in
fighting over publicschool issues in the national political arena.


